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Introduction (00:06): It's an excellent form of stress relief. And we know that for people 

living with migraine, four out of five people report stress to be a major trigger. So yoga 

offers a powerful combination of that breathwork, releasing muscle tension, meditation, 

that really helps to activate that parasympathetic response in the body. Second, it's also 

really helpful for releasing the neck tension that so many people with migraine have. It also 

helps to serve as kind of like a "gateway exercise" form. We know exercise is a great 

preventive for migraine; however, it's out of reach for so many people who can't keep up a 
consistent, moderate exercise routine. So yoga can help to bridge that gap because it's 

something that you can practice even on a high pain day. 

Carl Cincinnato (00:55): Yoga has been around for centuries, but has experienced a 
resurgence in popularity that began in the 1960s in the U.S., and has been growing ever 

since. Is yoga a passing fad, or is it here to stay by bringing genuine benefits to practitioners 

around the world? 

Carl Cincinnato (01:11): A recent study suggested that yoga may help people living with 

migraine. The study suggested that yoga may significantly reduce the burden of migraine, 

and lead to a reduction in medication use in some people. But when is it safe to practice? 
What type of yoga is best? To help us learn more and provide a simple demonstration is 

yoga instructor Adriane Dellorco. Adriane has been practicing yoga all her life and has been 

living with migraine for 14 years. She's a certified yoga instructor and is the founder of Yoga 

for Migraine. Adriane, welcome to the Migraine World Summit. 

Adriane Dellorco (01:47): Thank you so much. I have been watching the Summit since it 

began, as a patient. So, it's a big honor to be here with you today. 

Carl Cincinnato (01:54): It's a pleasure to have you. Let's start from the very beginning. What 

is yoga? 

Adriane Dellorco (01:59): Yeah. Well, it's way more than just a fitness regimen. It's, at its 

heart, a study in self-inquiry that originated in India thousands of years ago. And it allows us 
to explore the nature of the self through techniques such as meditation, physical poses, and 

breath. It, in Sanskrit, means "union." So, we use these practices — combining the breath 

and body and mind — to bring everything into alignment. 

Carl Cincinnato (02:27): How might yoga help with migraine? 

Adriane Dellorco (02:30): Yeah. I see five main ways. The biggest way is that it's an excellent 

form of stress relief. And we know that for people living with migraine, four out of five 

people report stress to be a major trigger. So yoga offers a powerful combination of that 

breathwork, releasing muscle tension, meditation, that really helps to activate that 

parasympathetic response in the body. Second, it's also really helpful for releasing the neck 

tension that so many people with migraine have. It also helps to serve as kind of like a 
"gateway exercise" form. We know exercise is a great preventive for migraine; however, it's 

out of reach for so many people who can't keep up a consistent, moderate exercise routine. 

So yoga can help to bridge that gap, because it's something that you can practice even on a 
high pain day. Finally, that opportunity for self-inquiry allows us to observe our body and 

emotions, making us less reactive to our triggers. And it offers this oasis for just feeling good 

that helps rewire the pain pathways in the brain that get into a chronic pain rut over time. 
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Carl Cincinnato (03:44): What evidence is there to support yoga for migraine? 

Adriane Dellorco (03:48): There've been a few studies. The most recent that came out was 

in May of 2020, and it was published in Neurology. It was a study done in India, and they 

compared groups of people with episodic migraine. One group did yoga three to five times a 
week, and the other group didn't. And they found that the group that did yoga over a three-

month period was able to reduce their intensity and frequency of migraine attacks by 48% 

and reduce their medication use by 47%. So this is comparable to most preventive 

medications out there. And they also reduced their score on their migraine disability index 
by 37%, so they felt a lot more able to enjoy their lives. 

Carl Cincinnato (04:38): What is the significance of postures in yoga? 

Adriane Dellorco (04:41): The postures in yoga are referred to as asana, and asana is one of 
the eight limbs or aspects of the yoga practice. And it's the probably most visible form that 

we see in the West. It traditionally was used to help strengthen people for sitting in 

meditation for long periods of time. But asana is a great way to help release muscle tension, 
calm the body, and bring that breath and mind and body back into alignment. 

Carl Cincinnato (05:10): What are the breathing techniques? 

Adriane Dellorco (05:13): The breathing techniques are referred to as pranayama, which is a 

method of using the breath to control your inner life energy. But even just watching and 

observing your natural breath can have a lot of healing benefits. 

Carl Cincinnato (05:29): How do both the postures and breathing combine to practice yoga 
effectively? 

Adriane Dellorco (05:35): It's a powerful combination because you're combining so many 

holistic techniques, such as meditation, mindfulness, breathwork, and physical postures. 

And it puts a powerful punch together because it's so good at eliciting that relaxation 

response in the body that's especially helpful for people living with migraine. And by calming 

the nervous system, we can, over time, create more resilience in the nervous system and 

become less reactive to triggers. 

Carl Cincinnato (06:08): How might yoga positively affect the nervous system, which we 

know is hyper-responsive in migraine? 

Adriane Dellorco (06:13): Through those practices that I mentioned — the breath, the 
physical movement, meditation — these all work together to activate that relaxation 

response in the parasympathetic system; so, that "rest and digest" that gets, you know, a 

little bit neglected in our daily, modern life. So, it helps to settle the nervous system and 
helps the body to restore and heal. 

Carl Cincinnato (06:40): Can you practice yoga on a high pain day? 

Adriane Dellorco (06:44): Yes, that's actually one of the things I love best about yoga, and 

why I do think it can be so accessible for people with migraine. When you're having a high 
pain day and you can't even get out of bed, there is a yoga practice that you can do called 

yoga nidra. And it's not a movement-based form; it's where you are just lying in stillness, and 
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you're listening to a guided relaxation that really helps your body come into a deep state of 
rest. But there are also asana practices called restorative yoga, where you can just relax in 

poses with the support of props — like I have in the corner there [gestures] with blankets 

and blocks. And this can be done with very little effort — again, just soothing the nervous 

system and helping to calm the body. 

Carl Cincinnato (07:31): It sounds like there are multiple types of yoga. How do you know 

which one to practice for migraine? 

Adriane Dellorco (07:36): I think some of it depends on your own triggers and your pain 

level. But I recommend for people just experiencing migraine and looking for a yoga class, to 

find something that is as gentle as possible. So, the most gentle form would be that yoga 

nidra, which is a guided, lying-down meditation. Next would be restorative yoga that has as 
its goal just deep relaxation. It's a very effortless form of practice. It's not physically intense 

— it's much more meditative and still. And then if you're having a lower pain day, you could 

explore a gentle hatha yoga practice, which involves more of the classic poses that you 

might have seen in the media or magazines, and helps build a little bit more physical stamina 

— maybe release some muscle tension, as well. 

Carl Cincinnato (08:29): Are there types of yoga that are better suited for different types of 
people? For example, if I'm strong but not flexible, or if I'm flexible but I'm not strong, for 

example. 

Adriane Dellorco (08:40): Yeah, there are so many different styles of yoga. You know, yoga 
has been around for thousands of years and there's a plethora of styles that have evolved in 

that time. So, it does depend on your body type — but also for people with migraine, your 

triggers. So, for example, if you know that heat is a trigger — which it is for many people, or 

dehydration or physical intensity — you might want to avoid a hot yoga class that's done in a 

room that's 100 degrees Fahrenheit or 38 degrees Celsius. But if you know that you deal 

with some anxiety and you're not able to sustain much physical activity due to your pain 

level, that restorative style that is very passive and relaxing would be a great fit. But there is 

something for everyone in yoga these days. It's a very promising and accepting group of 

people now. 

Carl Cincinnato (09:37): Yoga has been around for a long time. And we seem to be 
rediscovering its benefits, and the benefits seem to be quite extraordinary when practiced 

over time for a whole host of different people. 

Adriane Dellorco (09:48): Yes, and especially for people living with chronic pain. I mean, 
there really are more and more studies coming out on the benefits of yoga for chronic pain, 

ranging from arthritis to IBS [irritable bowel syndrome]. Most of the research has been done 

to help with lower back pain. But there is more coming out for neurological conditions, and 

insomnia especially, which is one of the most comorbid conditions for migraine. 

Carl Cincinnato (10:16): Let's revisit that in just a moment. Can we discuss the triggers, 

which you've mentioned, which might help determine which type of yoga might be best for 

us? You mentioned that there have been studies for yoga with back pain. A lot of people 
with migraine have neck pain or some type of discomfort. So if the neck is a factor in 

migraine, what type of yoga might be most beneficial? 
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Adriane Dellorco (10:37): Over the summer in 2020, I did a survey of almost 200 people 
living with migraine, and I surveyed them about their exercise and yoga habits. And I found 

that 80% of the people I had interviewed had had some trigger from a yoga practice, 

including myself. So, it can be very healing, but it's also something that you want to find the 

right style and the right poses. So, the triggers that people experience kind of related to two 

different categories: one category being the physical practice of yoga, and the other 

category being the environment in which they practiced yoga. 

Adriane Dellorco (11:16): So, in terms of the yoga practice and what triggers to watch — like 
you mentioned — poses that create tension or pressure in the neck were something that 

people mentioned that they wanted to avoid. Another top trigger was inversions, and this is 

a type of pose where your head is lower than your heart. So that can be something as simple 
as just touching your toes, or a downward dog that so many people are familiar with. So that 

might be something that you want to be careful with, but for some people, it's not a 

problem. Also, people reported that when they did more physically intense practices, where 
they were moving up and down quickly or got very physically exerted, that was troubling for 

them. And then in terms of the classroom environment, it's kind of your standard triggers — 

bright lights, heat, in a yoga studio you might have incense or scents, even loud music 

sometimes. 

Carl Cincinnato (12:20): A lot of people with migraine also have vestibular symptoms, such 

as dizziness and vertigo. And some people find that it's made worse by head movement. Is 

there a way to practice yoga while minimizing head movement? 

Adriane Dellorco (12:31): I think the triggers that are for migraine are similar for vestibular 

[issues]. So those inversions, where people's head go lower than their heart — I think is 

something that people with vestibular [migraine] should also check in with their body and 
see if that feels comfortable or if that brings on the vertigo. In addition, I encourage people 

with vestibular [migraine] to reduce the angle that their head is coming down to the floor 

and up, so they can support their head with more blankets or pillows — and really just take 
time when transitioning between poses, so they give their head time to kind of restabilize. 

Carl Cincinnato (13:08): You mentioned earlier that yoga could help with insomnia. Could 

you explain this a little further? 

Adriane Dellorco (13:12): Yeah. There are many studies that are out that do show the 

benefits of yoga for helping people fall asleep more easily and stay asleep longer. And we 

know sleep is such a big thing for people with migraine, and when their sleep is interrupted, 
we get many more attacks. So it's helpful to do some yoga before bed. And I actually did a 

challenge over the summer — a free challenge — which included yoga for sleep. And people 

were able to practice yoga for just 10 minutes — literally in bed before they went to sleep — 

and it helped settle the mind, settle the body, helped them unwind, so that they can get that 
parasympathetic "rest-and-digest" system to activate and allow them to fall asleep more 

easily. 

Carl Cincinnato (14:01): You mentioned that yoga can help with a number of different types 

of pain. We spoke about back pain. Are there any [other] types of pain or conditions that 

yoga could be helpful with? 
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Adriane Dellorco (14:10): Yeah. There is also a lot of evidence of yoga helping with mental 
health challenges that are also common with migraine, such as anxiety and depression. Even 

fibromyalgia is often very comorbid with migraine. So, I'm really fascinated in the way yoga 

can act as this sort of "polypill" that has positive side effects for multiple health and mental 

health challenges that are comorbid with migraine and can help serve to treat all of those at 

the same time. 

Carl Cincinnato (14:44): Is there anyone who really shouldn't practice yoga? 

Adriane Dellorco (14:47): I do think that it can be accessible for everyone, but every style is 

not suitable for every person. So if you do have multiple health challenges or very severe 

symptoms, I would guide you to find more of those meditative styles. Check with your 

doctor and find a yoga teacher or a yoga therapist that's more specialized in the symptoms 
that you're experiencing. But you can practice yoga sitting in a chair, you can practice it lying 

down. And you can find something that is accessible that helps you relax and feel good no 

matter what your limitations are. 

Carl Cincinnato (15:26): What are some of the more common reasons why someone 

wouldn't practice or doesn't practice yoga? 

Adriane Dellorco (15:31): In this survey I did that I interviewed people with migraine, there 
were three top hesitations: One was people feared that they weren't flexible or fit enough 

to practice yoga; they were also concerned that the yoga practice would worsen their 

migraine symptoms; and they felt like they just didn't have enough energy to start a 
practice. 

Carl Cincinnato (15:53): Can these hurdles be overcome? Or are these legitimate reasons 

not to practice yoga at all? 

Adriane Dellorco (15:59): Absolutely not. There are things that I think people see in the 
media, of yoga being kind of just only practiced by young, very fit and flexible women. And 

in reality, yoga is ... there's yoga out there for everybody — from people in wheelchairs to 

veterans — and there are options for everyone. So, I would recommend for people who are 
fearful that they don't have the right body type or the right fitness level to find a teacher 

that can work with their health challenges and their mobility level. And that it's all about 

your internal experience. You can come as you are. You can access the poses with the 
support of props; you can modify poses. And really that goal is for you to be comfortable 

and aware of your mind and your body. 

Carl Cincinnato (16:52): Tell us more about this survey. What else did it uncover? 

Adriane Dellorco (16:55): Yeah. I noticed that of the people I surveyed, very few people 

were getting the recommended amount of exercise per week that the health officials 

recommend. In fact, only one-third of the people interviewed were getting enough exercise, 

and 80% also had another health condition. So it tells me that as a whole, the migraine 
community has health challenges and were unable to get that recommended amount of 

exercise that can be preventive. And so, I found that to be very helpful research to see that 

yoga can maybe bridge that gap for people who aren't able to exercise regularly, because it 

can be practiced and modified depending on your pain level. 
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Carl Cincinnato (17:47): That's very interesting to hear that 80% of people aren't getting 
enough exercise and that being typical of, probably, most of the population. But perhaps 

what's different is that most of the respondents who had migraine also had another 

condition, which makes things especially difficult. But it sounds like yoga is a great way to 

gently begin with exercise. What is the best way to get started with yoga? 

Adriane Dellorco (18:09): Well, now with the age of COVID, there really are so many great 

online options for people to study yoga. And in many ways, I do think that online yoga 

programs are ideal for people with migraine, because you can practice it in your home 
where you can adjust your environment so you know that there are no triggers. You can also 

adjust your practice to suit your pain level that day. You don't have to go to a class — maybe 

not feeling good or worried that you're going to miss the class that you've signed up for. So, 
if you do look to go and sign up for a program online, I would recommend that you find a 

class where you can have access to the teacher. There really are a lot of live Zoom classes 

now, and you can share your health background with that person and you can ask them 
questions. I also suggest that people who are starting out — or even practicing awhile — 

that they really invest in a good set of yoga props. And those props — such as bolsters, 

blankets — they can really help to support the relaxation-based style that is really helpful for 

migraine, and make it more accessible so that you're more likely to return to it and feel good 

practicing. 

Carl Cincinnato (19:29): It sounds like there are a lot of free yoga videos on YouTube. But as 

you're learning or just starting out, might it be better to learn with an instructor to ensure 

your form and posture is correct as you practice? 

Adriane Dellorco (19:40): Absolutely. And sometimes I notice on YouTube there might be a 

few videos, you know, "yoga for migraine." And sometimes I'm a little doubtful of some of 
the poses that are done, like inversions for example, which may be fine for a lot of people, 

but always, your body is the best teacher. So, check in with your body and go slow and 

gentle. I recommend to my students, especially when they're just starting, to give the 
practice your 50% effort —especially in the beginning — so you're not overdoing it and 

ending up with a migraine attack because you're doing something so new. 

Carl Cincinnato (20:17): So it is really something within our comfort zone with a 50% 

exertion level? 

Adriane Dellorco (20:22): Exactly. Yes. I especially encourage people with migraine to 

embrace that comfort zone, stay within it, and hopefully you can grow it with time. 

Carl Cincinnato (20:33): How do you find a certified yoga instructor who can help and 

provide feedback to you personally — particularly if you have migraine? 

Adriane Dellorco (20:39): Well, I started Yoga for Migraine out of my own search to find 

appropriate yoga teachers for migraine because I had trouble finding them for myself. I've 
done yoga since I was a teen. And once I was diagnosed with migraine, I couldn't sustain that 

same type of yoga I used to do. So I created Yoga for Migraine out of my own experience, 

out of my training, to really find something that would help the migraine community 
specifically. But there are definitely yoga teachers out there that even have training in yoga 

therapy, which is a much more specialized training that can help people more one-on-one in 

dealing with their challenges. But you can look up ... there's a Yoga Alliance website where 
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people register to show their certification. But it is tricky. And a lot of it is, you know, you try 
things and if you enjoy the teacher and you like them, just stick with them. A lot of it's 

personality. 

Carl Cincinnato (21:47): I know I speak for our viewers when I say that we would love to see 
a demonstration. And I see you've got a setup prepared in the background. 

Adriane Dellorco (21:57): 

[The following section is a demonstration of yoga poses that can be done seated in a chair] 

So, so much yoga can be done in a chair. And we're going to experience that right now. So, 
you can bring your feet flat on the floor — feet hip distance apart. And if you'd like, you can 

gently close the eyes or just gaze at one still point. We'll bring your one hand to the heart 

and one hand to the belly. And we'll begin just by feeling and observing the breath. Feeling 
how the belly and the chest expand on every inhale and release on the exhale. Feeling that 

expansion and contraction in the breath, in the body. Soften the forehead, allow the jaw to 

slacken, and let the shoulders release away from the ears. Let's take one more full in-breath 
and out-breath. And opening eyes if they were closed. 

Adriane Dellorco (23:16): We'll come into a variation of cat-and-cow-pose. You'll start with 

bringing your hands to your knees and then just round the spine. Looking down, if that's 

comfortable; or if not, you can keep the chin level. Just round the spine. Inhale, lift the chest, 

lift the chin slightly, and draw the shoulders back and down. Good. And then exhale, round 

back into cat pose. Inhale, arching the back, draw the hands back towards the hips, 
shoulders down. Exhale, round the spine. Let's do one more round. Inhaling to arch. And 

exhale, round. And then sitting up tall. 

Adriane Dellorco (24:16): Let's do some shoulder circles. Bring the fingertips to the 

shoulders, and we'll draw the elbows towards each other. On inhale, lift the elbows. And 
then exhale, roll back and down. Inhale, draw the elbows towards each other. Exhale, roll 

back and down. Let's do one more that way: Inhale, lift. Exhale, roll back and down. And let's 

reverse. Roll the shoulders back, lift the elbows up high, roll them towards each other. 
Inhale, rolling up. Exhale, roll down. One more inhale, roll up. And exhale, down. Good. Let's 

bring the arms down. 

Adriane Dellorco (25:15): And we'll finish out with a neck stretch that I love to do, and I  
recommend that people stretch their neck multiple times during the day. So, hold onto the 

bottom of your chair with your right hand. And we're going to lean over to the left. And then 

let the head release to the left, so your left ear is relaxing over the left shoulder. And 
hopefully you can feel that stretch in the right side of the neck. The more that you lean, the 

deeper the stretch. And then draw the chin forward another inch or two. See if you can find 

a new stretch in the neck. And then bring both hands to the thighs, chin to chest. Take your 

right hand to the forehead and push your head back without any use of the neck. 

Adriane Dellorco (26:18): And let's switch sides. So, hold on to the bottom of the left side of 

your chair. Lean to the right, and then let the right ear relax over the right shoulder. Finding 

that deep stretch on the left side of the neck. Letting everything relax and release on every 
exhale. And then let's draw the chin forward another inch or two to find a new stretch in the 

neck. And then straightening back out, bring both hands to the thighs, chin to chest, and 
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pause. Taking your right hand to the forehead, push your head back. And then just take a 
couple moments to observe how just a couple minutes of yoga can help calm the body and 

mind. Thank you. 

Carl Cincinnato (27:32): That was fantastic. Thank you for taking us through that. I really 
enjoyed that. And I didn't realize how tight my neck was when I was doing those exercises. I 

should say as well, it's probably not ideal to practice this in a suit jacket. I really struggled 

getting my elbows together. But thank you very much. That was wonderful. As we wrap up, 

are there any final thoughts you'd like to leave with the audience? 

Adriane Dellorco (27:54): Yeah. Just want to share that yoga is truly a transformational 

experience which can definitely help prevent your migraine attacks but also help you live 

better — even with the disease. It can help treat your mental health challenges and bring 
you more at peace in the present moment — calming your nervous system and bringing a 

great deal of stress relief even on high pain days. 

Carl Cincinnato (28:23): Well, it's been an absolute pleasure discussing yoga with you. Your 
wonderful demonstration and tips have inspired me and I'm sure many others to begin a 

practice that could make a huge difference over time. So thank you for joining us at the 

Migraine World Summit. 

Adriane Dellorco (28:36): Thank you so much for having me. 
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